Gutta Percha Tracing: A Reliable Technique in Diagnosing Periodontic-Endodontic Lesion
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Abstract

The study aimed to introduce a reliable technique as part of diagnostic process for diagnosing periodontal-endodontic lesions. Total of 21 patients were referred to periodontal specialist clinic for diagnosis and management of concurrent periodontal endodontic lesions. The technique described will assist clinician in differentiating between diseases of endodontic and periodontal origin by adapting gutta percha cones (GP) to deep periodontal pockets or sinuses that are continuous with the odontogenic lesions. Periapical radiographs were then taken to reveal the source of the sinus or periodontal pocket. The perio-endo lesion can be diagnosed to be of periodontal origin. The radiograph reveals the involved tooth (indicated by GP tracing) is not periodontally compromised, the lesion is thought to be of endodontic origin. For cases diagnosed to be of endodontic origin, they should first be treated with endodontic therapy and outcome of the treatment to be evaluated 2-3 months post operatively prior to consideration of periodontal treatment.

Reaching to a correct and conclusive diagnosis is vital for clinician to provide the optimum treatment and care. Thus, diagnostic process must be carried out thoroughly and the results interpreted correctly. Adopting the GP tracing technique provide clinician with a reliable diagnostic aid to achieve this objective.
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Introduction

The periodontal-endodontic lesions have been characterized by the involvement of the pulp and periodontal disease in the same tooth.¹ ³ The interrelationship between periodontal and endodontic disease has always aroused confusion, queries, and controversy. The periodontium and endodontium develop with shared physiological channels, which may lead to the spread of pathological infections.⁴-⁷ The most common connection is the area of the apical foramen. Through the apical foramen, an infection of the endodontology can cause periapical lesions.⁸⁻¹⁰ Conversely; periodontitis with deep pockets reaching the tooth apex can result in an infection of the pulp tissues.¹⁰,¹¹

Thus, prior to treatment, it is critical to recognize the interrelationships between existing lesions to make sound clinical decisions. Differentiating between periodontal and endodontic origin can be difficult. The simultaneous existence of pulpal problems and inflammatory periodontal disease can complicate diagnosis and treatment planning. To ensure the diagnosis is accurate, many steps are required to give as much clues to the diagnostic process as possible.¹²,¹³

The nature of pain on presence of symptom is often the first clue in determining the aetiology of such a problem.¹⁴,¹⁵ Following a thorough history, intra-oral examination started with visual examination of the surrounding soft tissues and teeth where any abnormalities are noted. Palpation and percussion are performed to detect the presence of periradicular abnormalities and periradicular inflammation respectively.¹⁶,¹⁷ The tooth or teeth in question are then checked for mobility where those with extreme mobility generally have little periodontal
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support, indicating the possible primary cause be periodontal disease.\textsuperscript{16}

Special tests are vital in providing clues for diagnosis and these include pulp sensibility testing and radiograph. The former is designed to assess the response of the pulp to different stimuli. The most commonly used pulp vitality tests are: cold test, electric test, blood flow tests, and cavity test.\textsuperscript{16-20} The latter is essential in diagnostic process which it aids detection of various pathologies that are otherwise not seen clinically and this may include the periodontal-endodontic lesion. On top of that, if the tooth or teeth in question suspected to have cracked tooth, various modalities are present for detection of its presence which are transillumination, wedging and staining.\textsuperscript{16}

Periodontal probing is important and should always be performed to help clinicians differentiate origin of lesion i.e. endodontic or periodontal which can be a diagnostic and prognostic aid.\textsuperscript{16} A blunt calibrated periodontal probe is used to determine the probing depth and clinical attachment level as well as to track a sinus resulting from an inflammatory periapical lesion that extends cervically through the periodontal ligament space. A deep solitary pocket in the absence of periodontal disease may indicate the presence of a lesion of endodontic origin or a vertical root fracture.\textsuperscript{15}

Presence of sinus tract is not always directly associated with the source of infection or tooth. Inflammatory exudate (pus) may travel through tissues and structures of minor resistance and open anywhere on the oral mucosa or facial skin including through the periodontal ligament mimicking periodontal pocket. Therefore, site of pus drainage can be away from its origin or cause of infection.\textsuperscript{21}

Fistula tracking can assist clinician to identify the source of inflammation and differentiate between diseases of endodontic and periodontal origin. This technique is done by inserting a semi-rigid radiopaque material into the sinus track until resistance is met which commonly used materials include gutta percha cones or pre-softened silver cones. A radiograph will then be taken that reveals the course of the sinus tract and leads to source of infection.\textsuperscript{21,22}

Therefore, in this study we are introducing a reliable technique as part of diagnostic process which enables clinician to differentiate between diseases of endodontic and periodontal origin by adapting gutta percha cones (GP) tracking technique to deep periodontal pockets that are continuous with lesion which may be of periodontal or endodontic origin.

**Clinical background**

This paper covers several cases presented with periodontal-endodontic lesion involving adult patients either referred to Periodontal Specialist Clinic for diagnosis and management or other specialists particularly Endodontist for treatment of complex nature such as re-treatment of root canal treatment.

When these patients were first seen, some of the common main complains are presence of swelling in the gingiva which may be associated with yellowish discharge that gives off a foul smell and tasted salty. Severe pain is rarely associated although discomfort and throbbing pain are often mentioned but does not interfere with most daily activities. These presentations come and go and the cycles tend to go on indefinitely.

Clinically, various findings can be found but generally presence of deep pocketing with pus discharge are commonly reported associated with region of main complain. As per usual investigations, Basic Periodontal Examination (BPE) were carried out where presence of 3 or 4 score in any sextant will be followed by appropriate periodontal examination including 6-point-pocket charting. The teeth in question will also be subjected to percussion, palpation and sensibility tests to determine its corresponding pulpal and periapical statuses. To further supplement the diagnostic process, GP tracing technique were also adopted.

The need to differentiate the periodontal-endodontic lesions between periodontal origin and endodontic origin are very vital as it determines the subsequent management that will lead to resolution of presenting complains.

**Materials and methods**

This study was conducted in Center for Periodontology Studies in collaboration with Center for Restorative Dentistry Studies, Faculty of Dentistry, Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM). Total of 21 patients were refereed to periodontal specialist clinic for diagnosis and management of concurrent periodontal endodontic lesions which
need more evidence based investigations to finalize the treatment options to address their dental needs and concerns. Gutta percha cones (GP) tracking technique was used to provide a definitive diagnosis in order to avoid inappropriate treatment.

To carry out the gutta percha tracing technique, tooth and lesion to be investigated were dried with air from 3 in 1 syringe and a sterilized gutta percha size 30 were introduced through the periodontal pocket associated with the lesion up to the deepest point where resistant were felt. (Figure 1A, B, C, D). Long cone periapical radiograph of the investigated tooth and lesion were then taken at the exposure range corresponding to the tooth investigated. The findings in the periapical radiographs will enable clinician to localize the origin of the periodontal pocket.

The radiographical findings can be divided into 2 groups. One of the group exhibit presence of alveolar bone loss (moderate to severe) such as in Figure 2 (A, B, C, and D) associated with the deep pocket/fistula/abscess. In some cases, the extent of periodontal destruction is so severe that the lesion extends to the apex affecting the pulpal tissue. Figure 2 (A, B, and C) are examples of such cases where the end of the GP cone reaches the apex. Whereas in other cases, the extent of periodontal destruction are moderate with the GP cone stops before reaching the apex at the side of root surface such as in Figure 2D. Although these findings have slightly differing radiographical presentation, they both often suggest that the periodontal-endodontic lesions are of periodontal origin.

Whilst, the other group of findings show the presence of periapical changes radiolucency or widening of periodontal ligament space with no to little alveolar bone loss and the gutta percha inserted through the deep pocket were seen reaching the radiolucent area (Figure 3A & 3B). These findings suggest that the origin of the periodontal-endodontic lesion to be of endodontic origin which persists long enough to develop pathological deep pocketing/fistula/abscess clinically.

Figure 1. Intraoral Clinical Pictures Shows GP Size 30 Introduced through the Periodontal Pocket Associated with the Lesion.

Figure 2. Intraoral Periapical X-Ray Shows GP Size 30 Introduced through the Periodontal Pocket Associated with the Lesion of Periodontal Origin.

Figure 3. Intraoral Periapical X-Ray Shows GP Size 30 Introduced through the Periodontal Pocket Associated with the Lesion of Endodontic Origin.

Suggested Managements

Treatments of the affected teeth were to be carried out according to the diagnosis, hence
the importance of attaining the right diagnosis. For cases diagnosed to be of endodontic origin should first be treated with endodontic therapy and outcome of the treatment to be evaluated 2-3 months post operatively prior to consideration of periodontal treatment. This sequence of treatment allows sufficient time for initial tissue healing and better assessment of the periodontal condition.23-25

A more recent study carried out by Kim et al.26 also recommended for endodontic treatment to be completed first and the condition to be reevaluated after 2-3 months. In fact, the optimal interval between endodontic treatment and evaluation of the periodontal condition is somewhat controversial in the literature.27-29

On the other hand, teeth with lesion of periodontal origin are to be managed according to vitality of affected tooth. If the tooth involved with the perio-endono lesion is vital (which is not an uncommon finding), periodontal treatment alone can be initiated30 but complete healing of periodontium is unlikely. Treatment outcome should be monitored along with regular review of teeth vitality. Whereas, if the teeth involved have compromised periapical health concurrent periodontal and endodontic therapies are indicated although the prognosis may be guarded. Teeth can also become necrotic following advanced periodontal destruction though it is rare and extraction may be the treatment of choice.30

Conclusions

Reaching to a correct and conclusive diagnosis is vital for clinician to provide the optimum treatment and care. To do so diagnostic process must be carried out thoroughly and the results interpreted correctly. Adopting the GP tracing technique provide clinician with a reliable diagnostic aid to achieve this objective. It can be easily carried out by all clinicians.
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